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2019 Chairman’s Report – March 2019 

By Glynn Chamberlain 

 

Hello fellow EMRIG’ers 

I hope you are all well! 

February was a long month as such. The new committee took on the organisation of the Swap Meet with 

gusto, and suffice to say that the Swap Meet organisation went very well and was a great success. A special 

word of thanks must go out to everyone who assisted not only with the organisation, but also with the 

physical set up and tear down of the many tables we had. The traders were well represented. Unfortunately, 

in my opinion, I felt the visitor numbers were markedly down. Almost definitely it’s a sign of the economic 

times. 

For my sins, I assist with emergency communication for cycle and running events such as Value Logistics and 

Ride for Sight. Even there, organisers have seen a decrease in the number of participants! 

Moving forward… 

During our last committee meeting, discussions revolved around ideas for activities for the club, from 

scenery clinics as well as layout visits for all the members. The plan is having a club activity every 4th 
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Saturday afternoon from 12h00 till 14h00 or 15h00. The first weekend will probably be on Saturday the 23rd 

of this month and will consist of a cleaning and maintenance day such as we did some time ago last year. 

More news on this will follow via emails closer to the date, but please meanwhile keep the weekend open. 

Now – our premises! 

There have been discussions in the background with the centre manager, which have been communicated 

to higher management, with regards the issues we have with structural matters as well as the water issues. 

The dilemma we have is that the response to date has been that “there is no money”! 

One option possibly open to us is to try to move to a different shop. If this is successful, it is great, but 

arguably it will then be a better shop and the possibility of that shop being let out to another trader is very 

real, and we could then be back to square one.  

There is also the possibility of getting a space at Greenstone Mall, which is being investigated.  

Lastly, and what is looking like a more feasible option, is to try to get the space next to the glass fitment 

shop on the upper level. Looking at it, we would need to get electricity in, and “possibly” lights, but as has 

been pointed out, there is more light in that room with no lights during the day than there is during the day 

with lights on in our current shop. 

However, rest assured, the committee is working on all of this and hopes to have some resolution in the not 

too distant future. Cross fingers. 

So, till next month, run trains and have fun! 

Best regards 

Glynn 

Other Club News 

By Brian Dawson 

Welcome To A New Member 

George Lagoudis joined EMRIG last month, after visiting with his friend Harry O during the February Swap 

Meet, and running (as a guest) a few trains he brought with him.  Welcome, George!  I know you’ve said we 

probably won’t see you at the club all that often, due to your distance from the club, but we certainly do 

hope to see you around, running your trains at EMRIG as often as you are able to get through to Benoni. 

Protecting the Layout against Rain Damage 

You will be aware that our club layout room at Northmead Mall is leaking like a sieve when it rains heavily!  

Our layout has sustained some damage as a result.    The rain-damage areas are fairly localised and identifi-

able.  There are plastic sheets provided which are used to cover over the susceptible areas of the layout.  
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PLEASE ensure that these sheets are replaced over these areas, when closing up after a running session, 

even if there is no heavy rain immediately forecast, just in case we get surprised by more of those down-

pours like we have experienced recently. 

Regular Club Workshops 

Glynn has mentioned that he intends to initiate regular (monthly) club workshops, to be held on the 4th 

Saturday afternoon of the month.  These workshops will include both routine maintenance activities (such 

as track and layout and venue cleaning, levelling, joint maintenance, etc.), as well as clinics or “learning op-

portunities”, where “fundis” can teach the rest of us how to do specialised activities such as soldering (cor-

rectly!), wiring, programming, track-laying, landscaping, weathering, etc….  The first of these Workshop 

afternoons will most likely take place on Saturday 23rd March.   

Latest Swap Meet Debrief 

The past Swap Meet on Saturday 23rd February was a bit of a record-breaker, in terms of the number of 

traders attending and tables booked, as well as the fantastic prices of all the locos that DreamTrains had on 

offer!, but it certainly wasn’t in terms of the numbers of buying-public attending….  Perhaps that had to do 

with the fact that the date (23rd) was before payday (assuming most folks get paid sometime between the 

25th and the end of the month [if they get paid!]), or the fact that it was still quite soon after Christmas and 

the concomitant January belt-tightening….  So the general attendance was a bit disappointing, and many 

folks thus missed out on the super bargains that were on offer.  

Mark Peddle, as newly elected Secretary and Swap Meet Organiser (assisted by Glynn with regard to the 

table layout plans) did a fantastic job arranging the Meet.  And as always, the “old faithful” club members 

pulled in to assist with setting out of the tables and cloths, etc.  At the Committee Meeting it had been sug-

gested that we buy a couple of hand trolleys, which Jan did in time for the Swap Meet, and these trollies 

too were put to good use in helping to move the traders’ boxes of stock in and out of the mall.  That was a 

clever suggestion!! 

Mark was given the honour of ringing the bell at the start of proceedings, although it was evident that once 

again a number of the traders did not wait for the bell to be rung, to start selling their wares.  

The PMTC Swap Meet takes place in Pretoria on Saturday 16th March, and the Crossroads Hobbies’ one on 

Saturday 30th March in Krugersdorp. 

Club Communications Media (our regular monthly reminder) 

These are our newsletter, our Website, our Whatsapp Group, and our Facebook page, and occasional gen-

eral Email correspondence… 

The Website address is www.emrig.co.za.   

The Newsletter is uploaded to the club’s website each month, and a link to the website location is emailed 

to members once the latest newsletter is available.  Members who have requested such, are emailed a 

copy of the newsletter.  Printed copies of all recent newsletters are also housed in the club library.      

http://www.emrig.co.za/
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The Whatsapp Chatgroup is administered by Niel Wilson.  To be added to the group, send Niel a message 

at 078-305-5248, and he will add you to the group.   

The Facebook page...  Type “EMRIG” in the searchbox at the top of your Facebook homepage (this assumes 

you are on Facebook).  This will bring up the club’s page.  And if you like it, “Like” it!!!  ;-) 

Emails are sent to club members when there is something important that you need to be notified about.   

 

My Operations Adventures: - Operations Updates 

By Glynn Chamberlain 

Editor’s Note: Once again Glynn has had a really hectic month, work-wise, involving lots of travel!  We know 

that he has another article for us up his sleeve (he alluded to it in his chairman’s report last month), but he 

just has not had the opportunity to put pen to paper (or fingers to keyboard!)… But as a newsletter editor I 

have to live in hope… I know it WILL happen just as soon as he gets a chance!... 

  Silent Once More!! 

By John Burkhardt 

 

Editor’s Note: John B has been a very consistent contributor with his series here for a long time… But now 

he too seems to have run out of suitable projects and topics for articles…  Anyone got any suggestions for 

him?  Or any new and interesting projects that he can tackle???  We look forward to hearing from John 

again in due course, when his muse returns…. And hopefully we won’t have to wait too long!...  

 

 

Knysna Forest Railway:  
A Narrow-Gauge Logging Train – A Blast From The Past 

 
An article passed on to us by Colin Anstis 

Editor’s Note:  I was delighted (and also relieved! – as original articles are seemingly increasingly hard to 
come by!) when Colin A told me that he had received an article that he thought might be of interest to club 
members.  He was, however, concerned that the authorship of the article (primarily a collection of historic 
Africana photos with captions) was unknown, so that it cannot be acknowledged (it’s not his original work), 
but I have found it so fascinating that I believe it definitely needs to be made available anyway.  If anyone 
recognises it and knows its origins, please let us know….    
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Hi Brian, 

As discussed, here is the article that a friend of mine sent me. I do not know how widely distributed it was, 
but only time will tell if the older (been longer in the model train business than us!) members will let us 
know. 

We tried to source the origins of the article and/or the author or originator but to no avail. 

Regards 

Colin A 
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Initially known as the South Western Railway, and funded by the Cape Government but run by a 
private company, it started operations in 1907 and was taken over by SAR in 1910. This unique 2ft 
gauge railway’s sole purpose was to transport much-in-demand logs and railway sleepers from the 
sawmills located some 22 miles inland to Thiesen’s Jetty located in the Knysna Lagoon, for onward 
shipment by sea. The line was finally closed in 1949. (Knysna is a Hottentot word meaning ‘fern’. 
The town was originally known as Port Rex.) 

 

 

The original Knysna station, with a train headed by an Orenstein & Koppel wood burner 1907. 
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Nicknamed the ‘Coffee Pot’ railway. 
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A Class NG3 Hawthorn Leslie tank engine with a safety-wagon ahead of the train. These wagons were 
mandatory for all trains as it was easier to re-rail a wagon than an engine that connects with a fallen tree 

pushed over by a Knysna elephant! 

 

An 0-8-0 tank locomotive fitted with a distinctive spark arrester on top of the funnel. 
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A powerful 1907 Hawthorn Leslie tank loco taken over from the Natal Government Railway. 

 

Deep in the forest. The Bracken Hill mill in operation. Circa 1908. 
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Knysna Station. A train loaded with water tanks destined for stops along the line to Deepwalls 22 miles 
away. Note the safety-wagon at the front of the train. 

 

The line’s smallest locomotive, an 0-4-0 tank engine used as a shunter at Knysna station. 
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The 0-8-0 tank engine parked on a siding at Knysna station. 

 

Steaming through the dense forest vegetation. 
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Gathering water from a nearby stream. 

 

Loading logs at a local siding. 
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A logistical nightmare back in the day! 

  

  

 

An 0-8-0 tank heads a train delivering corrugated water tanks. The wagon at the rear of the train was the 
line’s means of passenger transport. 
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A train just arrived at the Bracken Hill sawmill. 

 

Woodcutters in action. (well… one of them is working, at least!) 
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Prepared railway sleepers ready for steam treatment at Bracken Hills sawmill. 

 

A typical woodcutter’s family cottage. 
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Thiesen’s Jetty on the Knysna Lagoon with the SS Outeniqua docked alongside. 

 

The 3-masted Barque, Westphalen in port with a steam whaler from Plettenberg Bay anchored offshore. 

The End of the story of an almost forgotten local railway system…. 
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SO I BOUGHT ME A BLENDER… 

By Terrence Marx 

Making my own scenery materials has always been on my bucket list, but I never quite got around to it. I 

had no idea how to make the scenery material, and I didn’t have a blender, and consequently this put the 

project on the backburner.  

The project started by accident; I was busy surfing YouTube when I came across a video on how to make 

foliage using a blender and some sponge. One video led to another and I soon realised the method seemed 

easy and that the ingredients were quite simple: one blender, some paint and some sponge. I decided now 

was as good a time as any to tackle it. 

So I bought me a blender…. 

 

I found a piece of scrap sponge which I cut up into 

little pieces about 25mm in size. The sponge I used 

allegedly came out of a chair cushion and was not of 

the dense type that I have seen some members use in 

their train carry cases. I ended up with a plastic 

packet full of sponge that looked like this (pictured 

left). 

The next step took about a week because I first had to 

wait for the blender to arrive. I chose one that could 

crush ice as well and was rated at 500W. My big fear 

was that the sponge would cause the blender motor 

to burn out. In the meantime I spent time to really 

look at the foliage around me, and the one thing I 

discovered was that trees aren’t uniformly green – 

they are various shades of green. This led me to think 

that making one shade of green foliage would not 

look right, so I acted normal and never bothered to 

get the paint mix exactly the same. 
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The blender finally arrived and I set it up.     I poured 

1 ½ butter tubs of sponge into the beaker. The volume 

of the sponge made the beaker full and I was afraid I 

was going to kill the blender with my first attempt. 

Next I added about ½ a tub of water which I poured 

over the sponge. The guys in the videos suggested 

that the water go in second, so the sponge is wet 

through. First adding the water means that the 

sponge at the top stays dry. The idea behind the 

water is to “oil” the blades and to provide a bit of 

resistance to the sponge during the cutting process. 

 

 

I blended the sponge, first on a low setting and then on the high. The speed of the blending depends on the 

type of blender, so in this article time and speed are actually relative. 

I regularly checked the thickness of the mixture using a plastic pipe. You have to remember that those 

blender blades can take your fingers off... I wanted the sponge to be fairly fine, so I blended it until it 

reached the texture I was after. In most cases, this involved about 60 – 90 seconds of blending, depending 

on the amount of sponge and the setting that I was blending on. 
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I poured the mixture into an ice cream tub. The first time I did it I did not have the gauze / net set up, and I 

spent a long time trying to fish the blend out. It was only when most of the blend was fished out that the 

problems started. With the net in place as a sieve, I simply gathered the blend and squeezed out the water 

before putting it into the plastic packet I used for storage. 

 

The resulting fine blend can be seen in the tub above. The blending process used up about 10% of the 

water I had originally added to the blender, so after adding more sponge, the waste water went back into 

the blender. I found that for coarser blends, I had to put in less sponge and less water purely because the 
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sponge that was lying at the top took a while to go through the blades, and, by that time, the sponge at the 

bottom had already been chopped too fine.  

 

The result was two packets of blend, the right one slightly more coarse than the left. I had no idea how the 

finished product was going to look, so I opted for two different blends - just to see. The idea was to use 

some for bushes and some for trees (I have not yet started on them). 

I had some grey Athearn Blue Box sponge which I chopped up and added to the mix (it can be seen in the 

left hand package); this darker sponge produced an unexpected benefit later on. 

 

The paint-mixing took place a few days after the initial blending, and by then the blend had become damp-

dry. I bought SAP GREEN Acrylic paint from the China shop at the mall, as well as a small bottle of bright 

yellow. I figured that to get the various shades I wanted, I would have to mix the yellow to tone from dark 
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green to olive. The beauty of this process is that no matter how accurately you mix the ingredients, they 

will never turn out the same colour twice, much like in real life. 

 

I mixed the paint in the ratio of 2 teaspoons of green, 1 teaspoon of wood glue (PVA in the videos) and 

40ml of water into the margarine tub. I added 300ml of blend to the tub, and, wearing rubber gloves, I 

mixed the blend through in the tub for a period of about 5 minutes to ensure proper colouring. The process 

involved squeezing the paint through my fingers until it was evenly mixed with the blend. If the blend is not 

mixed thoroughly, you will be left with unmixed blend once the blend has dried. In hindsight, the tub was 

too small and I should have used a bigger mixing dish. 
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Once completed, I placed the wet blend on plastic bags to dry out thoroughly. I was worried that the glue 

would make the blend into an unworkable clumpy ball. I was surprised, when the blend finally dried, to find 

that it was not as clumpy as I expected and that about 30% of the blend was in loose, smallish pieces.  

 

What I did notice once the blend had dried was that 

the darker coloured sponge came out darker and that 

the yellow sponge gave the green a yellowish 

(lighter?) tone as is seen in the blend on the white 

packet. It’s evident that the colour of the sponge 

influences the colour of the end product.  

I added a dab of black to the second batch and also 

reduced the amount of water to 30ml. I got a deeper 

green as seen in the material on the blue packet. I 

also cut out the PVA glue from the mixture and the 

result was that this blend was 30% clumpy and 70% 

loose.  

I plan to combine all the fine batches so that the 

blend has colour variety to it.  

Next time I plan to mix blue, white and tan to the 

mixture just to see what comes out. 
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I tested the clumpy blend on a steep slope, and found it quite manageable. I simply tore it apart as needed.  

The final test of whether or not this exercise was worth it lies in the costs of the operation. My expenses 

came to R110-00 for the paint and nothing for the scrap sponge. Given the results, I think this exercise was 

worth it. I will, however, in future be paying more attention to the base colour of the sponge that I will be 

blending in order to ensure that I have more control over the final colour of my blend. 

Listed below are links to some of the videos from YouTube which I used as my training. The one user, The 

Terrain Tutor, is a war-gamer who has many other handy scenic tips and tricks on his page, and really knows 

his stuff. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Avg66lmJVeA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MyDbQcfEwYQ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vf03VvtAcjk 

 

Elephants (and other animals) killed by trains in Balule 

An Article copied from the On Track Newsletter… 

Editor’s Note: The article on the Knysna forest railway above mentions the need for a safety-wagon to be 

placed in front of the loco, in the event of the logging train encountering a tree across the tracks, having 

been felled by Knysna elephants.  Sadly there is now only ONE Knysna elephant left (ascertained through 

extensive remote camera surveillance), and there are no more trains in the Knysna forests… But that led me 

to thinking instead about elephants being felled by trains, and an article I read recently…  

We have some elephants on our 

own EMRIG layout, on Vic Lowe’s 

Victoria Falls module.  Fortunately 

for us, and for them, they have 

remained where they are, since 

Colin A darted and relocated them 

to the inner side of the module, 

closer to the waterhole, so that 

they do not have to cross the tracks 

to get to the water source.  There 

they are also safer, in that they are 

further away from kiddies with 

little fingers that like to touch 

things as they roam around the 

layout.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Avg66lmJVeA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MyDbQcfEwYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vf03VvtAcjk
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But in the wild, animals interacting with trains are not always so fortunate… 

The article below was copied from On Track, the Newsletter of the Railway Society of South Africa, the 

December 2018 issue, kindly provided to me by Jean Dulez, who is one of their (and our!) members, and 

acknowledgement is hereby given.  The article is, however, a verbatim report of a newspaper article that 

originally appeared in the Letaba Herald, dated 22nd November 2018. 

 

Transnet Freight Line Causes Mass Animal Killings In Limpopo Game Reserve 

A lone bull elephant became the latest victim of a train strike in the Balule Nature Reserve on Friday 

(presumably 16th November 2018). 

This year (2018) alone, the train line, which carries freight from the mines in Phalaborwa to other parts of 

the country, has claimed the lives of six elephants, three lion cubs, as well as a number of plains game, 

leopards, and hippos, the Letaba Herald reports…  

The Balule Game Reserve understands the complexities of mitigating the issue, but hopes to find a solution 

by working amicably with Transnet.   

(Editor’s Note Again: The Graphic and disturbing images which appeared in the Letaba Herald article had 

fortunately been omitted by On Track.  I’ve chosen instead to include just a couple of images of challenges 

that engine drivers [admittedly in India!] might face.  If you really want to see gory images, then just Google 

“Elephants Train Accidents”, or the original Letaba Herald article, which is available online….). 

 

 

When speaking to the Hoedspruit Herald, the founder of Black Mambas anti-poaching unit, Craig Spencer, 

said that the loss of lives of critical species often makes the jobs of the anti-poaching teams seem rather 

futile. 

“We are trying to develop an ethos for the love of wildlife and protect animals from poachers, yet we are 

losing animals to the trains.”  Spencer fully acknowledged that the train line was there before the nature 
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reserve was established, and accepted that losses would inevitably occur, but hoped that Transnet, who 

operated the trains, would come up with plans to mitigate such tragedies. 

“The elephant that was struck last week was not reported by the train driver to the reserve. Another two 

trains passed the carcass, the drivers of which also failed to report the incident. This ends up causing a 

number of problems for the reserve. 

Firstly, the carcass attracts scavengers which may then fall victim to the next passing train. Secondly, there is 

a security risk involved, as the deceased animal lays (sic) in the bush with valuable ivory tusks that need to 

be removed by reserve personnel. 

Additionally, in terms of resources, if the anti-poaching teams are held up following up on vulture activity for 

the elephant carcass, they may be missing vulture activity in other sections of the reserve, which may point 

them in the direction of a poached rhino, for example. 

Simple reporting by the train drivers would be of great assistance to the reserve, although it is a rather 

reactive response and does not mitigate the number of deaths.”  Spencer acknowledged that occasionally 

the drivers did report such incidents, but not every time. 

One option to reduce casualties would be for Transnet to make use of the other train line that runs parallel 

to the R40 road, which does not cut through the nature reserve. Spencer advised that another option would 

be to cut the vegetation back on both sides of the line, as the animals are often attracted to browse the 

trees close to the train track, especially in the winter months. 

A third option would be to explore the possibility of creating wildlife corridors where the animals could 

safely pass under or over the tracks. Wildlife corridors have shown a huge success in other countries around 

the world – connecting fragmented habitats, as well as offering alternate routes for wildlife to avoid 

highways and train lines.  

Spencer shared that most of the fatalities occurred in cuttings, where the train line cut through a hilly area. 

The animals get caught in the cutting and when a train approaches, they cannot escape up the steep banks 

on either side. Reducing the gradient of the cutting banks could be another option. Whilst none of the listed 

options come without great financial and logistical problems, it seems long overdue to explore some of 

them. 

“I’m not an engineer, my job is to protect wildlife,” said Spencer. “Transnet needs to respond to this ongoing 

problem.” 

He stressed that the reserve understood the complexities of mitigating the issue, and hoped to find a 

solution by working amicably with Transnet. “We understand that the train was there first and it plays a 

huge role in the economy. The trains take pressure off the road system, and we certainly don’t want to go 

back to trucking,” said Spencer. 

Spencer’s main frustration is that he is trying to teach the Black Mamba Anti-Poaching team as well as oth-
er counter-poaching personnel on the reserve about protecting wildlife and removing snares which may 
cause loss of life, all whilst the trains are causing multiple fatalities every year. 
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“It is difficult to motivate the anti-poaching teams when it all seems rather futile,” he concluded. 

The HERALD has contacted Transnet for comment and at the time of going to press, they had acknowl-
edged receipt of the email and promised to respond. Their response will be published once received. 

According to a publication by another media house, Transnet have resolved to meet with the reserve in 
January in order to find a way to reduce the number of animals killed by the trains. 

On Track’s comment was as follows: “A bit of a one-sided report. The line was there before the reserves, but 

the reserves took down the fences that previously stopped the animals getting to the railway line. Surely the 

easiest first step is that the reserves set up a hot line which the train drivers can phone when an animal is 

hit?” 

 

 

Transnet War Room - Transnet sets up war room to combat 

infrastructure-theft surge and line sabotage 

From On Track Newsletter – March 2019 edition 

Originally published in Martin Creamer’s Engineering News - 22nd February 2019  

Transnet Freight Rail (TFR) has set up a war room together with the South Africa Police Service (SAPS) in a 

bid to deal with a surge in infrastructure theft, as well as recent acts of sabotage and vandalism on its key 

coal corridor from Ermelo, in Mpumalanga, to Richards Bay, in KwaZulu-Natal. 

On December 20, 2018, a 200-wagon coal train derailed at Elubana, near Richards Bay, after saboteurs cut a 

portion of the line using a blowtorch. No injuries were reported, but 51 wagons derailed and TFR issued 

force majeure notice. (We had pictures of this derailment posted on our club chatgroup). 

GM Caesar Mtetwa tells Engineering News Online that TFR chose to describe the incident as sabotage, after 

investigations could uncover no evidence of a commercial motive for the crime. 

“These well-resourced individuals were intent on causing a derailment.” 

Neither the TFR nor the SAPS have been able to establish the exact motive, but Mtetwe reports that the 

incidents appear to be related to “misdirected anger” towards TFR by a group of disgruntled community 

members and business people, who believe they should be benefiting more directly from the utility’s 

activities in the region. 

The rail company has made several attempts over the past 24 months to address these concerns and at one 

point even made representations to the Zulu King, Goodwill Zwelithini, to seek his direct intervention. 

“Until the December incident, things had been seemingly calmed down. But we now plan to redouble our 

efforts at engaging with the community in an effort to get to the bottom of what is behind the discontent.” 
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The incident resulted in the loss of 850 000 t of coal and a direct revenue impact for TFR of R300-million. 

“The cost from a South Africa Incorporated perspective is far higher, as the coal owners were unable to fulfil 

their export orders and most of the coal could not be recovered from the site of the incident. 

Mtetwe describes as “mammoth” the task of clearing the derailment and repairing the lines, which 

included replacing 760 m of track, 850 sleepers and five mast poles. 

Criminal investigations into the sabotage are ongoing and arrests are believed to be imminent. 

Besides incidents of sabotage, TFR has also become increasingly concerned about a surge in the theft of 

infrastructure assets, particularly of the general freight lines linking the country’s harbours to the industrial 

heartland of Gauteng. 

While copper theft has been a constant scourge for Transnet, Eskom and Telkom for many years, Mtetwe 

reports that there has been a sharp increase in cable and equipment theft over the past 24 months. 

“We used to lose about 6 km of copper wire a month in and around the Gauteng region. The monthly figure 

has now risen to about 16 km, which is also leading to serious operational disruption.” 

TFR has also experienced a surge in the theft of batteries, used to back up power supply to its signalling 

systems, with the number of batteries stolen having climbed from about 5 000 units a year to 24 000. 

The financial impact of crime on Transnet is currently running into billions of rand over and above the R2-

billion the group is spending on private security yearly, the bulk of which is dedicated to the rail business. 

The utility is responding to the rise in copper theft by replacing the cables with low- or no-copper 

alternatives. It is also working with the SAPS on operations that focus on improving reaction times to 

incidents. 

Following a recent meeting between Transnet CEO Tau Morwe and National Police Commissioner General 

Khehla Sitole it was decided that a “war room” should be established to focus on the theft occurring on 

TFR’s network. 

“The idea is to replicate, for rail, the cooperative relationship that was deployed successfully in dealing with 

the recent surge in cash-in-transit attacks,” Mtetwe reports. 

While refusing to divulge full operational details, he confirmed that response times have already improved 

as a result of the cooperation, as well as the deployment of drones to monitor the network. 

Regular meetings are also being held with the Hawks and SAPS Crime Intelligence in a bid to discover “who 

the kingpins are behind this copper theft so that the police can move to arrest and charge these individuals”.  

Edited by: Creamer Media Reporter  
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  The EMRIG Water Tower Challenge. 

By… no-one once again…. 

 

Water Tower Challenge Honours Board 

 2015 October  Glynn Chamberlain 

 2015 November Niel Wilson 

 2015 December  Terrence Marx (Part 1) 

 2016 January   Terrence Marx (Part 2) 

 2016 February  Terrence Marx (Part 3) 

 2016 March  Terrence Marx (Part 4) 

 2016 April  Peter Fish 

 2016 May  Colin Anstis 

 2016 June  Dave Wynne 

 …… then the ball got dropped for a bit… (no newsletters, change of Editor…) 

 2017 March  Brian Dawson 

 2017 April  Kevin Chamberlain 

 2017 May  Kobus Pelser (Part 1) 

 2017 June  Kobus Pelser (Part 2) 

 2017 July   Kobus Pelser (Part 3) 

 2017 August  Doug Buchanan didn’t participate (write), needs to donate to charity! 

 2017 September Karel van Breda 

 2017 October  Carl Andrews 

 2017 November and December and 2018 January  ….. no contributions ….. 

 2018 February  Margaret Wynne (who stepped in and offered to fill the gap!) 

 2018 March & April … waiting for articles ……….. 

 2018 May  Ash Pappa 

 2018 June  John Henry (volunteered an article) 
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 2018 July  Margaret Wynne entertained us with her story on trollies! 

 2018 August  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 September Brian Dawson 

 2018 October  …. Nothing once again…  

 2018 November same story… 

 2018 December same story….  

 2019 January to date…  …still nothing has changed  

But there is NOTHING to stop anyone from offering to write for us - anytime!!!!!!    

 Upcoming Key Duty Roster:- 

 

For ease of reference, we include here the Key Duty Roster up to the end of the following month for the 

respective newsletter published.  Below is the 2019 Duty Roster till the end of April / early May 2019. 

Cell numbers have been removed due to this newsletter being in the public domain; however, these are on 

the full duty roster list on the noticeboard at the club, and the copy emailed to duty members, if required. 

As always, if you cannot make your assigned slot, please make an arrangement to swap with someone. 

  Date Name   Date Name 

1 Sat 2-3 Jimmy M 1 Wed 6-3 Kallie vB 

2 Sat 9-3  Terrence M 2 Wed 13-3 Colin A 

3 Sat 16-3 Kobus P 3 Wed 20-3 Dave W 

4 Sat 23-3 Colin A 4 Wed 27-3 Brian D 

5 Sat 30-3 Johan dV 1 Wed 3-4 Kallie vB 

1 Sat 6-4 Theuns W 2 Wed 10-4     Colin A 

2 Sat 13-4 Brian D 3 Wed 17-4 Dave W 

3 Sat 20-4 William vdB 4 Wed 24-4 Brian D 

4 Sat 27-4 Glynn C 1 Wed 1-5 Kallie vB 

1 Sat 4-5 Jimmy M 2 Wed 8-5 Colin A 

2 Sat 11-5 Terrence M 3 Wed 15-5 Dave W 
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To guys doing Key Duty, remember to also empty the dustbins and check that the kitchen area is tidied up 

before you leave, as part of your duty.  ALL extension cables are to be UNPLUGGED at the wall sockets 

(except the one in the bookcase, which is difficult to get at), to protect the layout equipment against 

possible power surges due to lightning etc. Also, cover the rain-affected portions of the layout with the 

plastic sheeting provided. 

 
      

The complete Key Duty Roster for 2019 was included in the January newsletter (available on the club’s 

website), if anyone needs to refer to it.  There is also a copy posted on the noticeboard at the clubroom. 

 

Club Diary and Other Upcoming Activities:- 

 

 Saturday 2nd March, Reefsteamers trip to Irene 

 Friday 15th March, school holidays start 

 Saturday 16th March, PMTC Swap Meet, Pretoria 

 Tuesday 19th March, EMRIG Committee Meeting 

 Saturday 23rd March, EMRIG layout maintenance workshop (TBC) 

 Saturday 23rd March, Reefsteamers trip to Magaliesberg IRENE (TBC) 

 Saturday 30th March, Crossroads Hobbies Swap Meet, Krugersdorp 

 Tuesday 2nd April, schools reopen 

 Friday 19th to Monday 22nd April, Easter weekend 

 Saturday 27th April, Club Workshop afternoon??? (TBC) 

   

2019 Club Committee Contact details:- 

 

Chairman – Glynn Chamberlain     glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Past Chairman – position unfilled…. 

Secretary – Mark Peddle     mark@icemountain.co.za 

mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com
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Treasurer – Jan Kruger        jan.kruger10@gmail.com 

Layout Manager – Colin Tanner-Tremaine   cttremaine@mweb.co.za 

Webmaster – Glynn Chamberlain      glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com 

Newsletter Editor – Brian Dawson      brian.dawson@iafrica.com 

Publicity – Mark Peddle       mark@icemountain.co.za 

Swap Meet Manager – Mark Peddle     mark@icemountain.co.za 

Events Manager – (nothing’s been happening….  New committee will pick it up)…. 

 

Club Banking Details:- 

 

Banking details: - 

Bank: -    FNB Northmead Square 

Name: -   Eastern Model Railway Interest Group 

Account No: -  625 483 74149 

Branch code: -   250 112. Please, DO NOT forget to put YOUR NAME as the reference.  

 

IMPORTANT NOTE – SUBS FOR 2019 ARE NOW DUE FOR PAYMENT, BEFORE END OF 
MARCH! 

THE SUBSCRIPTION FEES FOR 2019 ARE THE SAME AS THEY WERE THIS PAST 
COUPLE OF YEARS – THEY ARE STILL : R400,00 FOR ORDINARY MEMBERS, R600,00 
FOR FAMILY MEMBERSHIP.   

PLEASE CAN WE ASK THAT EVERYONE PAY BY INTERNET TRANSFER IF AT ALL 
POSSIBLE? – CASH DEPOSITS COST THE CLUB MONEY!!! 

mailto:glynn.chamberlain@gmail.com

